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I did a few entries on this subject a while back and lost them when I revamped the
website. (“Revamped the website?” you might say to yourself. “Looks pretty basic, even
simplistic…whatchoo talking about?” Yeah, I know…but it WAS an improvement, at least for me to
mess with and maintain.) I remember the feedback was good about the brain subject, even
enthusiastic, so we revisit our cerebral tissue just before we get the e-dition.
Q: Esteemed Committee, not that you’re brain surgeons, but still…how does it operate? What
makes the brain’s motor run, turns its crank, primes its pump?
C:
The brain or the information passing through it?
Q:
Incoming or outgoing? (I’m so clever, answering the question with a question; I feel like
Curly from The Three Stooges, “nyuk nyuk nyuk…”)
C: The information entering your brains comes from two sources; primarily the spiritual
environment that surrounds all humanity and Earth and then secondarily, the low speed, dense
environment of Earth. The latter is a good deal less of the entering information.
Q:
Humans get most of what enters the brain from…Heaven?
C:
Yes, but not the Heaven of your home, to where you all return and from where you all come.
That is the larger existence of all things…the information you receive is specifically from the souls
and spirits that interact with you and other humans around you, other humans with whom your
interactions have importance.
Q:
What if we never heard of any news that was not local, not to digress too far, that didn’t
affect us and couldn’t? We hear about an earthquake in California, war in Baghdad and other things
but for the vast majority of people hearing about those things, there won’t be any effect.
C:
This is just how the universe works, and there is one difference. Earth receipt of information
has a large component of the sender involved; this is not the case in your true home. You may filter
out and away things you choose not to know, even as you pay attention in a general and specific way
to other things. This will seem curious because on Earth, as a human, how do you know you did not

want to know, until you know? That view, so normal it seems, is a product of the Earth sequence and
timeline that is not in your true home.
The near absolute transparency and insight into almost all things brings with it the ability filter
certain types of information from scenarios and situations where other details are permitted to be
understood. We shall offer an example; could you hear the news about or come upon the scene of a
horrible accident, allow yourself to see the victims yet exclude the sight of emergency responders or,
if you were to allow their presence, blur their image to the point you could not recognize them, hear
them or interact with them? On Earth you do not have this option; in Heaven it is common.
Q:
We digressed a bit from brain function, I guess, but that was cool!
C:
We offer that observation of your forced acceptance of information is extremely interesting
to observe, even for the Heavenly veterans of journeys across Earth and in other dense matter
existences.
Q:
C:

How does information get into our brain and how is it stored there?
Information is not stored in your brain.

Q:
It’s stored somewhere?
C:
With you, as you, inside you of you. You are information. It is the substance of your
existence; one and the same. The brain is the tubing, the tunnel, conduit, pipe and cable.
Q:
How does information get through our brain?
C:
The nervous system of the human is an electrical grid and network like the many built by you
for power and communications. The information begins in the brain, which operates as a receiver.
There are designated places where certain types of information are inserted, and these locations are
the ones where it is believed information is stored. These warehousing sites are, in practice, the
receptors.
Q:
When a person suffers a cerebral stroke and loses the ability to recall certain information,
how does that happen?
C:
This is rare, as you know. The need and use of certain information can be inserted and routed
though many different circuits, and often are. More common is the effect on motor ability.
Q:
Yes, that’s true. How does that happen?
C:
The cabling which leads to the muscle grouping is damaged to the point where transmission
of signals is lessened. This is a physical body operation, distinct from information receipt and
transmission. The movement of information is separate and different from motor control of muscles.
Q:
How is information sent? Outward by us?
C:
This occurs automatically and independently of the brain, which has no role in it. The brain
exists only to translate incoming information into physical effect.
Q:
But incoming reception?
C:
If there is no physical use of the incoming information, the brain is not involved. If you are
not to speak of or write about or alter your movement, direction of the eyes or attention to what you
hear, as examples, then your brain is not part of this.
Q:

What’s the brain do, then?

C:
It converts the thought energy into electromagnetic energy; in a way similar to the generation
of electricity.
Q:
C:

So the brain is a mini generator?
Yes.

Q:
When we think, or pray or look at something and intend to send our thoughts, what are we
really doing?
C:
Your thoughts and ideas are sent by your energetic soul independently of your brain tissue,
because the existence of your soul is likewise independent of the brain.
Q:
The role of the brain is just to run the body?
C:
Yes. We suggest it be seen as circuit board and antenna. It is also functions like a grid and
gain medium such as a crystal. As electricity is introduced into a ruby, a laser beam of light is
emitted. Your brain operates in a similar way; the information is received and the chemicals present
act as a crystal, through the molecular structure. As the electromagnetic energy passes into these
substances and chemicals, an electrical signal is produced.
Q:
How does this work?
C: As your biological science already understands; the brain requires a flow of carbohydrate
chemicals, what you call blood sugars, to operate. These substances interact with the chemicals of the
brain and create the medium through which the electromagnetic energy generates the signal. This is
analogous to the operation of a disposable battery. In the human brain, the supply of carbohydrate
chemicals replenishes the ability to operate. Your function of sleep is essential for the resetting and
restarting of the process.
Q:
How do the brain chemicals get produced?
C:
These are required in far lesser amounts, and can be described as catalysts yet they are not; a
catalyst will trigger a chemical process without interaction. The brain chemicals do form part of the
process and become depleted. This is the reason for sleep. To suggest that a person’s batteries are
recharged by anything from sleep to a vacation or holiday, is accurate. Chemically this is what
occurs.
Q: What about mental illness then? How does the operation of the brain cause it and can the
broken brain fix mental disease?
C:
Rarely is there a physical cause to mental afflictions and diseases; we say, these are more
likely components and contributors. Many physical injuries to the brain are seen to cause mental
illness; this is not quite what occurs. Physical effect to motor control is the far more likely outcome
of injury or damage.
Illness of the brain function where no physical injury is involved, or from which no ongoing physical
effects are able to be seen, at best have a small component of damage within brain tissue which
contributes. It is only a contributor, not a sufficient cause.
Mental illness, as an ongoing condition or behavioral and personality distortion, is a life plan
occurrence which takes place from influences outside the cerebral tissue function.
Q:
C:

How is this done?
Your life plan is carried out by your Guardian Angels. Have you heard of the option to return

to a functioning body after grave injury or accident, sometimes by one’s attempt at ending a life?
Often these are physically successful yet the soul realizes abruptly and shockingly how mistaken the
act was, to the destination and goals of their life and most importantly, the lives of all others around
them. Once appreciated this effect, often a soul will beg to return. The restoration of the physical
body and life within it is accomplished by the same means through which mental illnesses and brain
functions are controlled, altered, repaired or aggravated.
Q:
Like a bridge jumper that miraculously survives a fifty meter fall into water to suffer only a
bone fracture?
C:
Yes, this is a precise example.
Q:
Why don’t our Guardian Angels and Guides interfere and fix all brain problems?
C:
It is often joked in human society that certain ideas about politics and policy are held because
of mental disease. Should we shift the ideas of the one to suit the other? The key word is “interfere”
which is NEVER done without your permission and blessing.
Q:
So a person that develops schizophrenia or epilepsy cold be cured of it but only if s/he wants
that?
C:
Yes, but in nearly every case, the onset of the condition was wanted and planned in the first
instance. It is not so easily undone; you plan the condition and anticipate the emotions and negative
aspects the condition brings. We suggest an example; how many of you would work to save a
considerable sum of money and purchase something of great value to you? Not just the monetary
value, which itself might be high, but the emotional investment the process of saving and acquiring
represents. If after completing the purchase, would you throw away the jewelry or car or boat or
house? To ask that your Guardian Angels and Guides interfere and erase the very thing you planned
to have – epilepsy, for example – would be the same and worse, we can assure you.
Q:
How can we improve our mental function?
C:
Be aware of it. Understand that your thoughts and brain are separate, just as your running and
track shoes, the race diver and car, cook and food, are separate yet together for the purpose of the
moment.
Q:
Is mental illness a foregone conclusion?
C: No; efforts to cure it, to improve it are an investment in well being we cannot describe so
beneficial they are. No resignation to the inevitability and the demise of the individual should there
be. Your options of choice and control over life are not suspended when you choose a journey across
Earth in a body. You choose to follow certain courses, themes, activities and events and allow
yourself full latitude within certain areas. The areas you also define. You are NOT controlled beyond
your will. You control the illusion this is the case, to the Nth degree. All effort to correct an injustice,
a disease, an injury and suffering or unhappiness bring great benefit and well being to you and your
soul, especially where the efforts are seen as futile and unproductive. We say with certainty, they are
not.
Q:
C:

May we return to the brain function questions again?
Indeed and until we do, all be well and happy we wish.

Comments
Chris

08/25/2014 5:23pm

So I guess alzheimer's and dementia, where people seem to have limited memory and/or confused memory that
worsens over "time" is a result of receptors malfunctioning. I wonder if the diseased person who seems confused is
actually receiving visions of parallel realities...and maybe the shortage of memory is actually a limited reception of
one's Akashic records...if that in fact is how we receive memories/how we remember - by a limited access to Akashic
Records - is that where the actual memory is stored?
Thanks, as always, for the enlightening post!
Patrick 08/30/2014 1:06pm
That 's an interesting idea but I'd guess dementia is much more often a planned development along the
course of the life where it happens, and not like a mechanical failure or malfunction.
Mike
08/25/2014 5:30pm
It would be interesting to hear about the pineal gland and it's role in third eye vision and reception of the spirit world.
The Committee 08/30/2014 1:33pm
"Much glandular activity indeed occurs with this organ, by convenience of arrangement in the human body.
The arms, legs and lungs also dedicated to certain functions.
The function of this gland is often involved however is not a trigger, hatchway or conduit into perception of
higher dimensions. Complicated it might seem in current human understanding of biochemistry, its role is
more basic. Your true abilities are rooted far above the human body and any organ within."
Renie 09/01/2014 12:59pm
Thank you, Patrick, for inviting The Committee to respond to Mike's question, which is something I have been
concerned about. I have been reading lately that one's pineal gland can become dysfunctional and "encrusted" if you
were to ingest fluoride in drinking water, toothpaste, etc., thereby disrupting intuition.Whew! I am sure glad to know
that my intuition is perfectly intact!
Perhaps off the topic of brain function, what about the chakras? Do they exist? If so, are they located where we
commonly believe they are?
Again, this was a great post, very multi-faceted and very fascinating. Have returned several times to read. Thank you
so much!
Julie
08/26/2014 1:59pm
Website looks great! :-)
Patrick 08/30/2014 1:07pm
Thank you, nice and rudimentary!
Julie F 08/26/2014 3:55pm
Q: But incoming reception?
C: If there is no physical use of the incoming information, the brain is not involved. If you are not to speak of or write
about or alter your movement, direction of the eyes or attention to what you hear, as examples, then your brain is not
part of this.
Can you expand on this? Are they saying that the brain is only involved then, when we must be engaged intellectually
with something? that it's not involved in processing the senses (all 6??) when our bodies feel something? I don't
understand quite what they mean.
The Committee 08/30/2014 1:13pm
"Human cerebral tissue only serves a function where information will incur physical effect. Thoughts, ideas
and communication do not require it and rarely employ it.
The physical senses are bodily reaction to environmental input, thought need not follow however often
does."
Sarah 08/26/2014 8:25pm
Love this! When will the edition be ready to purchase?
Renie

08/26/2014 9:35pm

Wow! Information is not stored in the brain. That's like learning the Earth is not flat! Good to know that memories are
not subject to being lost due to a deteriorating brain...
Ahmed 08/27/2014 8:25am
Thanks you for this, very interesting.
How does brain chemistry and certain neurotransmitters affect our mood and the way we think? Drugs like ecstasy
can cause euphoria and feelings of peace, while psychedelics can LSD can change the way you think and perceive
time.
When the subject of consciousness or personality being separate from the brain comes up in debate, materialists
often cite this case (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phineas_Gage), where a man's personality drastically changed after a
head injury. Can the Committee comment on this?
Thanks.
The Committee 08/30/2014 1:22pm
"Brain chemistry can serve as either cause or effect. The control over chemical interactions and effects is
located deeper within the atoms of the molecules involved, in a higher dimensionality than humanity has
chosen to recognize.
The substances mentioned can temporarily alter the interface, offering a glimpse into your home of Heaven.
Injury that provokes a significant change to a personality is a planned event, designed to seem otherwise."
Eva Masini
08/30/2014 1:09pm
Although late in commenting on this very interesting topic, I wish to say the last paragraph by The Committee was the
most uplifting. I'm grateful that this was clearly outlined--that we are in control even after plans to experience certain
unpleasant (to the human) life experiences, to alter or dismiss them. That indeed is wonderful.
The Committee 08/30/2014 1:25pm
"Well you walk upon Earth, Eva."
Linda 09/05/2014 3:31pm
What is the cause of anxiety attacks? The Long Island Medium, Theresa Caputo says that her anxiety attacks were
related to spirits trying to communicate before she acknowledged her gift. Many people suffer from anxiety attacks. Is
there any connection to the spiritual realm? What understanding if any can The Committee provide? I have two family
members who suffer from these attacks.
The Committee 09/06/2014 12:14pm
"By several names are these episodes called, panic, anxiety and others. They are more common than
recognized or discussed. They occur from many causes, often bringing the experience to a common
condition, a sensation of being overwhelmed, overtaken and unable to manage.
The episodes are not provoked by the spiritual realm the way a storm brings wind, however a spiritual
contact can bring the circumstances together. The contact becomes an added ingredient, small by itself yet
enough to achieve what you name on Earth, a tipping point.
We recommend two steps to alleviate this rush of anxiety or panic. The immediate is to recognize it occurs
and remain calm, stepping away from the immediate surroundings. As we have said these are not well
recognized or when seen, are often kept quiet, thus we suggest the occurrence be inferred from the
sensations of relief that likely follow immediately. Where this occurs, an episode has transpired.
From this moment examine and consider what was felt preceding the attack; the cause hidden, the attacked
unable to see what is close but covered. A look at the place, people, things and effects of the place where
the attack occurs will reveal its cause."

